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editor note

FromtheEditor

ArdenHunter
Founder&Editor-in-Chief

An image of young green plants is overlaid with a second image of a starry
sky at night above mountains. Words blend the two images together,
written horizontally and reflected at an angle. The words read:

“Whatever I lack in inspiration is found shining bright in you. Thank you.”
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(in/)fin/(it/e)
Ami Sanghvi
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The image is grainy, and lightly faded. In the top one-third of the background of the image is a patch of vivid reddish hot pink. In the
bottom two-thirds of the background is a vibrant, deep, royal blue which appears to fall off an invisible edge at the very bottom of the
frame. In the top center is a pointed black strip,with its tip leading into a vortex at the front-middle of the image. In the text are a
series of mostly unreadable words, being sucked into the center of the vortex. The fragments of text that can be made out say "some
pastel," "some otherworldly," "some gentle chiming," "city," "THAN," "echoing," and "f l e s h."

1. SomedayWhereWill It AllGo?
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A swirl of bright, vivid, and vibrant colors (mainly black, blue, red, purple, and pink with slivers of green) culminating into an off-
center square in the center of the image. On top of the off-center square is warped text where only certain words are somewhat or
partially readable. These include "poems," "selves," "defense," "of reflective," and "of."

2. InDefenseof the Infinite Self
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3. Multiplaning
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3. Multiplaning
(transcript)

The background is mainly black,with uneven blue interruptions at the top of the frame
and flickering throughout the rest of the image. The text,which is white, is spread out and
reads,moving from left to right and downward. In the top blue portion, it reads:
(bold, italicized) you are
(italicized, small text) already
(crossed out) moving
(bold, italicized) to (crossed out) ward
(bold, crossed out) that
In the next section,which is primarily of a black background now (as opposed to the prior
blue one), it (still in white text) reads:
(crossed out) I aspire to
(italicized) un (bold, italicized) become
(bold, italicized) that (italicized, crossed out) I (italicized, crossed out, very grey such that
it is fading into the background) I
(crossed out, italicized) not
(crossed out, italicized) run from
In a brief blue strip of background which interrupts the black background, the white text
continues, reading:
(bold, italicized) y o u walk (crossed out, bold, italicized) t h r o u g h
(crossed out) this
(crossed out) world too heavily for (crossed out, underlined) ch a os
Momentarily back on black background, the white text continues, reading:
(crossed out, underlined, bold, italicized) to be
Then back to the blue background, the white text reads on as follows:
(crossed out, underlined, bold, italicized, small text) queath
(bold, italicized) y o u are
(underlined, small text) earth
(bold, italicized with only the letters "o" and "m" also underlined) p o e m s (in very small,
italicized text) water
Then back to the black background, the white text reads:
y o u are (bold, italicized) drowning
(bold, italicized) in god's
(bold, italicized, capitalized, crossed out, underlined, spread out): B E
(bold, italicized, underlined) C O M I N G
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There is always mischief to be found, even here.
Medusa looks at the lushgreen Jurassic Forest, she closes
her eyes and takes a deep breath, her snakes hissing in
harmony, the scent of deep abundancemakes her scales
vibrate.

“Do you want to live forever?” she says to
Tyrannosaurus, caressing his flesh, fluttering her thick,
stretched scale skin-wings, snake tongues tasting the air.

He is a handsome beast, his hard rump shining
umberwithmagenta stripes fleckedwith gold.He raises
his head singing to his herd, a low pitched woosh,
beating against the bones of his skull, demanding
loyalty fromhis subordinates and love fromhis females.

He sees her in the corner of his eye, tries to swat her
away. She moves around him, her snakes dance and
wave in the steamy air.

“I am strength,” he sings. “We, my sons and
daughters rule this land. I am the chosen ruler. I am
magnificence.”

“This land will be destroyed. Small scurrying
mammals in their burrows will survive. You will die.”
Medusa whispers in his ear, the stench of his breath a
graveyard full of death, seeping into her clothes. She
wrinkles her nose, avoiding the downwind side.

He laughs, a throaty, meaty snort, shreds of flesh
dripping fromhis toothy jaw.

“There will be other survivors, they will change, sing
beautiful songs, grow colourful feathers.” Medusa
hisses, a rattle sounding, deepwithin her.

“I sing of triumph. I sing of power,” he says beating
his song into the air, trees quivering around him.
Branches snap and fall. His herd pause in their
shredding of a triceratops, their heads nod andweave in
time to his song. A few males blink, the irritation of an
insect not worthy of further attention, they return to

Apromiseof immortality
Joyce Bingham

feeding. The females move away, their nests call them,
their flanks shinewith yellow flashes of UV, the signal of
egg production.

“You will still die. I can save you for millennia. I can
make you a wonder. You will awe many children. They
will visit you and look up to your glory, worship you.”
Medusa licks her lips.

“Worship? My children already worship me,” he
sways his tail, themuscles tensing for a death swipe.

“This worship will outlast your children, and the
animals of this plain. All of the childrenwill worship you,
for thousands of years.” Shewatches his skin light up, his
magenta stripes glow and vibrate.

“What do you want from me? A freshly killed
diplodocus perhaps?” He bellows, moving his head to
see her better, she flits and shimmies, avoiding his eyes.

“I need nothing. Seemybeauty and letme steal your
love.” She says, feeling a lightness in her body, her snakes
vibrating.

“That’s easy, I will do it,” he moves his tail, thrashing
it against a tree, splintering the branches.
Medusa flies around his head, placing both hands on his
muzzle. Her snakes hiss and intertwine.

“See me,” she says, love shinning from her eyes. He
falls deep into her spell.

Medusa utters a prayer, let her father feel the ripples
through time, and return her, before themeteor hits.

He wakes, the air is cool, a thunderous noise in the
air, echoing. It is dry, so dry. Piping noises squeak and
shrill, like the small beasts that scampered between his
legs.

He stands on a pedestal mounted on armature, his
athletic body no longer around his bones. He wants to
stamp and whip his tail but he is pinned to the floor. He
tries to sing; the beat eludes him.Where is his herd?

Mammals surround him, their smell of musky
ammonia envelops him. They raise their eyes in awe,
worshiping him. Awarmth spreads throughhis petrified
bones, he dreams of his songs, ofMedusa, of love.
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I Fell In LoveWithABox

Mathew Gostelow
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Instagram-style image of an attractive young woman with text overlaid. Text says: I fell in love with a box.He glows cold blue.He's attractive
and stylish. Exquisitely desirable. I stroke his silky skin and stare.
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Instagram-style photo-montage of fashionable young women and desirable lifestyles,with overlaid text. Text says: The box tells me I'm not good
enough. Compares me to other girls. Forty times a day I look at him, so he can show me all my flaws. I find him strangely moreish.
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Instagram-style image of a young woman on the bonnet of a car, overlaid with text. Text says: The box keeps me connected to all my friends, so
we can spend all our time together, alone. I can't live without him.
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Instagram-style image of a beautiful home with overlaid text. Text says: He shows me shiny people, gorgeous places.He shows me how much
everybody loves them.A torrent of effluent pours from the box and I drink it down.
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Instagram-style image of a couple dancing, overlaid with text. Text says: First thing in the morning, I gaze at him, the box.He's the last thing I
see at night.When he hurts me the bruises never show.
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Instagram-style image of two women lying on the bonnet of a car, overlaid with text. Text says: Sometimes the box spouts words he chose to
make me drown in terror or despair. I shake and grind my teeth to dust. I find it comforting somehow.
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Instagram-style photo montage of fashionable young women, overlaid with text. Text says: You think the box is mean but he rewards me when
I'm good. Tiny gestures of approval or affection.
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Instagram-style image of a young woman in front of a sunset, overlaid with text. Text says: The box is not unkind, it's just his sense of humour.
This is how he shows his love for me.Nobody else could love me like he does.
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Raspberries in bowls, you left rhubarb for crusted copper roads, buildings inch together,
windows are knives, you hid your city somewhere—will you know how to return after all
this fight? Will you sell back the rings, unstitch your name from every band, prick your
fingers on keys and leaf points which hang false in the blown glass shop, your exes lurk in
doorways and the fly amanita expresses its hunger, lines edges of the street like code, the
rugs are bags full of cut candles, the cinnamon store doesn’t want you near, the ox tongue is
waiting for your touch, this isn’t a story of stealing or stealth but it could be a reclamation of
love, an unstamping of faces from coins, but please put slender envelopes in their final
resting spots, blow Charon a kiss before crossing the river, your beloved has left town but
you’d never know, her earrings dangle like fruits from trees, thought you caught a strand of
her hair against clay and brick, an awning made of slick stinkhorn and starfish, there is
basket, there is chorus, there is octopus and squid, a crab reaching out at all angles,
beautiful poison lesson land, where did you decide to abandon the coral, thewings, plastic
covering fire flowers, the outline of her heart as it beats in the machine shop, her leftover
bite on the back of your neck, no one cares about the vampiric drama or the dame selling
scarlet, wax caps grow and you’re almost out of diamonds, and what are we going to do
about dinner? This isn’t a story about hands, not about chords or ether, the empty cigarette
pack you found laced with gems, your tobacco stained jars and the day the lakes crawled
back into the sea, you knewyou’d never return homeagain, time-timebecame thewire fire
in the back of a station wagon, the extra jaws you grew just to enter into Hell, and the
gasoline lobsters made you lonely, it’s not like everyone has a sequined soul, it’s not like
you’re sorry but you’re starving, so into the housewe go, I’m trailing behindwith the hooks,
I’m your protection but these days you call me a carnivorous bird, you take backs and
shoulder blades into hands and I take badges, bandages, brooches and bricolage, stuffing
oil paintings and sapphire peach cores into purses, it’s not a finance thing, I hope you
understand.

"This isn't another storyofhowwe
countedmoney inHell, but it couldbe"

Sam Moe
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Maggs Vibo

SkullDiptera

Digital graffiti calligrams created with stylus pen.

Process: skull and fly elements created by repeatedly scribbling the words skull and fly into visual representations.
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Every TimeMyMotherBringsUp
ArrangedMarriage, I Say

Mugdhaa Ranade

It is a truth universally acknowledged,
a wife

is considered
property

taken impa-
tiently

by a man

much delighted
to take possession

how tire-
some! thinking of marrying one of them.
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Autumnal
Bloom

A photograph of a
sunflower, shown from its
side, facing left. Its head's
slightly drooped with
yellow petals browning at
the edges and held in place
by bright green involucre
leading to a hairy stem that
curves to the lower right and
is obscured by darker green
leaves. Printed text is curved
and layered to match the
petal's shape, while some
text waves, like wind, blow
through the involucre to the
stem, while the final stanza
is layered on the leaves. The
poem reads as follows:

"I still try to raisemy head
in Autumn’s fading light
dry petals that crownwilt
andwither, heavywith
next year’s seeds.

Parts ofme are still green
pushing to reach the sun
and the season ahead
wind raising the hairs on
the back ofmy neck.

Fighting to bemore than
the face I show others
knowledge that I pass on
to the seedsmy body
will feed this winter."

Nina Miller
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SailingDirections for the Job that is
KillingYou

Ren Pike

The Office (looking N) 2022

155 You stand 1.6m (5.6 ft) and are
stationed at Your Cubicle. Available 7.5
hours each day. Area of responsibility

covers all problems at This Hell Site. Contact
can be made on TEAMS (@letmehelpyou) or
via EMAIL letmehelpyou@them.sigh or by any
other available means including drive-by
comments, whisper network, or dropped notes.
Chart 7777

157 Your Cubicle, flat and shrouded, 1
m (3 ft) square, is situated nearly at the
centre of The Building, 552 paces NW

of the entrance to The Secure Area. Key pad and
CCTV (3000K WARMWHITE) is moored
close off the NE end of The Secure Area.
Emergency lights (650 Lumens) are moored 0.7
m WSW of the SW end of Your Cubicle.
Directly overhead fluorescents are brilliant
(2600 Lumens), and buzzing (63 Hz).

159.1 A Meeting Room used by
important Meeters servicing The Hell
Site is situated close west of Your

Cubicle. The Meeting Room is used as an
alternate grandstanding location when The Big
Cheese Board Room is inaccessible due to
hurricane force PR conditions or unforeseen HR
man overboard routines. The normal approach
by Meeters is from NW thru NE of The Meeting
Room doors. Paused Managers or Influencers
with a chitchat draft exceeding 1 m (3 ft) at rest
in the immediate area may pose a safety hazard
to other approaching Meeters on the final
portion of their approach in this restricted
visibility blind corner. Though voluntary and in
the interest of employee sanity, Meeters tending
to exceed acceptable human conversation
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volume, should whisper if they are prone to
anchoring or are at some fucked up, almost-
permanent anchor near the area bounded by the
following coordinates:
Left corner of Your Cubicle, forward
Right corner of Your Cubicle, forward
Left corner of Your Cubicle, aft
Right corner of Your Cubicle, aft

160 The Server Room, flat and chilly
AF, 3m sq (9 ft sq), lies about 30sec
walk W of The Meeting Room. A Key

Card Reader is moored 1 m (3ft) WNW of the
NE end of The Server Room. Sharp Edged
Server Racks, mounted at a height of 1.6m (5 ft)
and marked by the blood of other help staff (A,
AB and O), lies about 0.3m (1ft) inside the
north door of The Sever Room.

162 Your Manager, about 2m (6 ft) tall,
is usually moored in their north cubicle
about 3ft (1m) N of The Server Room.

Your Manager, known as The Bellhead,
nicknamed after a conspicuous conical headed
former Manager also 2m (6 ft) in elevation.
Original Bellhead sadly lies close off the west
side of Town Graveyard -2m (6 ft) elevation.
Another conspicuous former employee, The
Scrapper, 1.7m (5 ft 4in) in elevation, was
pointed in their criticism of the business and
departed shortly afterwards. They lie close off
the south extremity of Downtown Business

Park, running their own touch-screen fix-it
business, and claim to now know joy.

163 A conspicuous Flat Screen TV
elevation 3.3m (10 ft), is located about 20
paces E of the The Front Desk. Vassals

can anchor in 0.3 (1 ft) deep couches for a
reprieve, with The Bellhead bearing 288° down
when break goes on too long.

164 Executive's Head is a
prominent headland at the N end
of CEO's noggin. A bright light

(822 Lumens) shines off it at an angle of 55
degrees from a fixture secured to a white ceiling
tile, 0.3 m (1 ft) ESE of Executive's Head
Office. Caution is advised in the channel and the
approach.

165 The Kitchen is a small settlement
with a population of 22 people (14
FTEs) at lunch, situated 9m (21 ft) ENE

of The Front Desk. A wrecked staff member is
drying dishes as one of many non-optional
culture-building chores.

166 Close W of the wreck, there
is an L-shaped Public washroom
with an outer urinal end 2m (6 ft)

long which nearly dries. Drop boxes for needles
exist alongside the N face of the washroom.
Close west of the washroom, The Breakwater
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extends about 2m (6 ft). Its west side has a
coffee station for visitors, often crusted with
spoon guano. The counter is suitable only for
small bouts of coffee need. The entrance to the
L-shaped washroom is about 1.6m (5 ft) wide
and the approach is reported to be very slick.

168 A wreck, desiccated and brownish.
lies about 0.2 m off The Front Desk.
Another wreck, lies about 0.6 m ESE of

the one previously mentioned. Two other
wrecks, at 2m and 4 m lie nearly midway
between The Exit and The Breakwater. Diving

activity may be encountered near the above
mentioned wrecks; no one wants to be yoked
into watering the plants that management buys.

171 Your Hopes and Dreams, lie in
ruins, 10m W of the Public Washroom
in vicinity of the latest support call. A

small water cooler 1m (3 ft) tall, bubbles loudly
(58 dB). Alongside it, just S of The Exit a
slipway is located. You think about slipping.
After heavy gales, moderate well-being may
break on Your Hopes and Dreams; caution is
advised.

The image is an artist's rendering of an office plan in black with purple overlay, it is drawn to appear like an island
surrounded by ocean. It is inspired by pages 2-23 -2-24, of Canadian Sailing Directions, ATL 102

(https://waves-vagues.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/library-bibliotheque/chs-shc-ATL102-eng-202208-41069092.pdf).

https://waves-vagues.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/library-bibliotheque/chs-shc-ATL102-eng-202208-41069092.pdf
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Mirage Teeth
James Knight

Mirage
Teeth
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TITLE
Author

James
Knight
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A digital visual poem in two panels, featuring the following text:

9. Mirage Teeth

they fitted gears to themechanism ofmy lower jaw
they fittedme up so I was dazzling efficiency
they fitted into pulpy slots so soft I yelped
they fitted inmore or less with the other counterfeit humans
they fitted and frothed onmy floorsso fucking funny
they fitted they fetid
they flitted in and out of a hard zone labelledMIND
they flitted overmy surfaces
they flitted between lines in a nightmare
they floated through the damp rooms

move over!move over!
they floated in porous light reassemblingmemories
they floated in poor light resemblingmemes
they floated on me
(they doated on me)
they flooded me with butterflies
they flooded snowscapes and factories
they flooded inundatedwith laughter

Mirage Teeth
(transcript)

James Knight
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The image features ablackandwhite drawingof amanual coffee grinder,with its dimensions givenunderneath, to resemble diagrams
or museum exhibits. This drawing is overlaid with several geometric forms which give an impression of layered space. The textual part
of the poem is placed to the right of this image.

NOT JUST A GRINDER

a too

of grandfather, sitting on the sofa,
milling away with his
one daily task apart from
keeping the fire going

of mother, rushing to brew some
coffee at dawn before she
goes to work where the half-hour
midday break is a balancing act
between lunch, another coffee
and a single cigarette

of us, the children, turning the lever
while complaining, bored; then,
years later, ourselves now
heavy coffee drinkers

lifting it up occasionally while
going through the kitchen
drawers in search of something
and sighing — oh, old friend

NOT JUSTAGRINDER V.B. Borjen
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MyMother
taughtme
to put on dầu xanh
when&where
there was pain—
no sense-
less doctor
bills to pay.

My frugal
Asian parents
never gaveme
enoughmoney
for field trips—no
souvenirs, nowaste.

We eat greens
frommy dad’s
garden. Old plastic
jugs: new homes
for plants.What sustains
us is small.
Reduce.

I drank awarmed up
bottle ofmilk
every day before school,
its thick whiteness,
covering
my tongue.

My chamẹ

thought it wouldmake
me tall, strong
like Popeye, boost
my brain to ace
tests, change the
dyingworld.

Now, this water
inmy black
coffee
has been inmy body
before,
keepsme awake. I
reuse.

Con sanh vo
thế giới này
on a breezy
November
afternoon.
My small lungs
thở vô, thở ra
Breathe.

I don’t know
ifmy fresh eyes
captured
the xanh skies,
the xanh grass
or the lá cây—
hues of a lost past.

I picture
the blinding
sun, black&white
films, Earth created
& cremated.
Humans
recycled.

School, blah blah blah.
Homework, blah blah bla—
I just want to sleep

well.
I just want
life to be easier.

Reduce, Reuse,
Recycle.
Reincarnateme
into someonewho
propels
words
into action.

Manufactureme
into something
green,
noworries, nothing
to do but grow
tall into the sky.

Image shows 12 blocks of text
arranged in a circle of
alternating green and lighter
green circles (like a clock). In
the center is the title, three
curved arrows to represent the
3R (reduce, reuse, and recycle)
symbol, and a dashed blue
circular outline (to subtly
represent Earth).

An earlier version was
previously published in Hollins
University's GRAVEL Magazine
in April 2022 (Print only).

Routine
(blah to theEast,
blah to theWest,
blah to therest)
Chanlee Luu
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FadingAway
Snigdha Garud

An acrylic painting of a large,
depressed crane that is mostly
black-and-white. The background
surrounding the crane is in various
shades of grey; snow is falling
everywhere and spelling out a
morose haiku to contribute to the
bleak mood. What little color the
crane has is getting masked by the
snow, further demonstrating the
overwhelming nature of
depression. To show contrast, just
slightly below the crane are six
colorful and full-of-life birds in
shades of coral, lavender, hot pink,
bright green, and light blue. The
background surrounding these
birds is blue and untouched by the
snow.

Haiku:

“Emptymind—
white washing off
vibrant colors.”
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Sometimes I'm like,
"I fucking love the internet,"
and other times I'm like,
"This is themost vapid, disgusting place
I've ever been inmy life."

Liberal, woke, social justice TikTok
might be themost toxic, cannibalistic, incestuous
place on the internet.
I had to unfollow all of them.

Antivax Christians are fighting for their lives
inmymentions and I LOVE it.
HAHAHAHA.
You don't believe in the vaccine because
there's not enough proof,
but you fully believe in God. . . okay.
If Jesus was real and came back,
I don't think hewould like y'all.

What is going on?
Are you having a stroke?
Who hacked your account?
Next thingwe know, you'll be selling PS5s.
Sounds like you ARE the drama.

You love that you’re interactingwithme.
You're having such a fanmoment,
be honest.

You think I'm sharing EVERYTHING?
Baby, you don't wanna see the drafts.

TBH, I always love interactingwith fans
and I like fighting so. . .
yes.

Last question:
Does anyone else remember
the brief period in time
when you couldmake calls on Grindr?
Literally nobody.

So excited to share this with you all.
It's the little things thatmake a house a home.

This piece is a cento comprised of fragments taken
from Bob the Drag Queen’s social media
(@thatonequeen). This poem previously appeared
in audio format in Stanza Cannon Issue 3. It has not
appeared in print.

Alex Carrigan

Bob theDragQueenGazes Into thePurse,
and thePurseGazesAlso

https://stanzacannon.com/issues/issue-three/


A digital collage consisting of one black and one white anatomical spines mirrored and intertwined in
the center and a red pelvis behind the two, making a loose butterfly shape on a peach background.
There is black text (sourced from a Gray's Anatomy textbook) arranged symmetrically over the image
that says "The Greater Wings / fold / on one or both sides; / now come upward, outward / arise."

All language is from the Gray's Anatomy textbook.

Alorah Welti
TheGreaterWings

31
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Name: Valentina. (Pronounced Val - en - tee - nah)

Status: Single in the city.
Single in Rome.
Single and looking.
Single and not really looking.
Single and single and single.

Age: 25 years old. (Aged inwine and barrels and afternoonswith amother
who sits quiet at the kitchen table. Aged in evenings spent being the only
adult in the room. Aged in earlymornings of poetry and sketches and all the
punctuation found in the books on the shelves. Aged in the footnotes of other
people's lives. 14 and 25 and even 100 years old.) As old as you, Rome -- and
just as young.

Job: Student. Professional, Daydreamer. Creative. thoughtful, indepen‐
dent. In lovewith all of the scribbles in themargins, all of the paradoxes,
with thewind in Rome -- its twists and twirls past statues and up theatre
walls, and the tickle onmy arms as I walk.
Brave (BRAVE !) student.
POET.
lover.

Pastimes: I read. (I read about you) I sit in bookstores and amble through
endless pages of poetry bound in leather, cut to fit, the layout t w i c e as im‐

If OnARomanNight: A TinderProfile
Jacqueline Goyette
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portant as thewords. I dipmy feet into the Tiber River and I think of all the Ro‐
mans who have ever loved, who have ever wandered here. Of the prostitute
Caravaggio found dead in the water, her lips as blue as the winter sky. Of the
seagulls who fly in vicious bastard circles overhead. Of Caesar and Virgil and
Roberto Rossellini. I write in palindromes in write I. I dream in periods of el‐
lipses.

Looking for: Aplace, but not a city. A roadwhere I am not yours, cobbled
stones that do not lead the way to you. A way out of the smoke of this town
— sliding all theway through themud

and into the depths of the sea. Off to other shores. Pastmymother,my
father, my five story building. Past all of these small hill towns that
crumble into pieces wherever I walk.

Where you and I can meet in the shadowy squares, where we can climb into
backseats, where we can float weightlessly above the Colosseum and look
down at the white marble of the Trevi fountain in the quiet of the dawn.
Wherewe can see thePantheon fromabove, fall right into it, where themar‐
ble floor fits softly underneath us. Where I can close the temple and disap‐
pear into you.

Wherever you are Rome. I want a place where you are mine. (And I am always
yours.)
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A piece of paper folded to a cootie catcher then unfolded and scanned.The colours have been manipulated digitally
with heavy tones of purple and some black dominating. The piece consist of an abstract images and repeating of
the following three lines; Four feet, your secret is safe and forest whispers.Imj

Cootie Catcher
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Love in termsof
thermodynamics
Ankur Jyoti Saikia, JP Seabright
Features an image of a human heart, the text around it pointing to different areas thereof with arrows.

Zeroth law:
If two hearts are in
equilibrium with the Universe
they will fall in love

Introduction:
The heart is a closed system
until its carrying vessel connects
with another sack of bones
contact sparks a reaction
The heart is an open system

Second law:
The warmth of one heart
radiates into the other
entropy of the universe
increases every hug
every cwtch is worthy
of this contribution

Third law:
In love there is
no Zero Kelvin

First law:
The increase in throbbing
of one heart makes the other
pulse too rapidly
as fingers tap a message of
affliction
as you pat their head with
affection
chemical energy shifts into
kinetic energy
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Few nanoseconds before the text undergoes asemic fission (Atomkeller-Museum Haigerloch, September 2022).

Text reads:

“for the text lies outside the laws it creates / the text lies outside the laws it is created by / the text lies / the text is
unsustainable / asemic threads coat the eroded text (chain reaction, cumulative effect) / signs refinewords /words
respire signs / (listen to thevoice of the textwhennoone reads it not evenyou) / spaces pulsates between [redacted]
contiguous words (denotations out of reach of) / ASEMIC fission is an alleged form of textual transmutation: the
resulting segments are not the same alphabet as the original text”Federico Federici

Few
nanoseconds

before



A photograph of a lake, taken from the shore, at the beginning of dusk.

Images 2-8: Photographs of a lake, taken from the shore, at nightfall, each progressively darker than the previous image.

Katy NaylorLakeside |
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A photograph of a lake at night, taken from the shore,with some lights visible on the other side.

The text reads:

“Sweet watermelon days

River breeze on soft skin

When the rush-hush of the water was all we needed

Those times grew sweeter with distance

They round out and swell stippled green until the become a whole world

Hear her voice in the marshlight

Aren’t you tired of the cut and thrust of living?

Laced through the weeds bright gowns of water

A sorority of ghosts”
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Balance Due

Swing Orthopedics
Azwip Dr. Suite 666H
Beastton HE 11000

Dear Mr. Jones,

We hope this provider statement finds you
and your family well and aware of what is
about to be rendered, assigned and
summarized in rounded up dollar amounts,
the balance due in sixty hours alongside the
retail costs offset by insurance (SeeColumn
B) and the cartilage we salvaged via
undissolved surgical arrows we left unaimed
in your right sternoclavicular joint. We
realize this qualified loss of comfort and
motion left your right arm a puppet
appendage might appear the minimum
payment due in thirty hours or less after
which we will submit your remaining data to
relevant government and credit agencies for
the purpose of remittance with interest at a
rate leveraged against high-risk borrowers
such as yourself and your family caring for
you 24/7 due to the unfortunate results
when Surgeon A engaged with his cadre of
PAs while you remained unaware on the
table during the unusual hiccups in the
procedural recording.

Additionally, we would like to invite you to
complete the survey, linked below, at risk of
reassessment to your adjustments.

Thank you for your business and patience
as we address this matter to completion as
is our satisfaction.

Survey

Column B

Statement Date 1-12/1-31/200-99

Guarantor Name LUCKY SAP

Guarantor ID 345666

Date(s) of Service See Back

Insurance Provider ANTITHEM

Total Charges $83,967.00

Insurance Payments $4,589.52

Digital Processing Fee $500.50

Patient Payments $121.00

Total Adjustments $2200.00
(For Now)

Amount You Owe $97,056.48*

* Your account is Past Truth, but due to
ensure our pledge to you that our
satisfaction matters.

Call Customer Service for less information.

800-555-HELL

(This document is for infernal use only.)

BalanceDue
Ben Kline

Poem in the form of a collections
letter; written as sardonic satire,
with a link to a survey at the
bottom of the document. The
survey link actually goes to a live
anonymous survey with equally
disgruntled and funny questions.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf35AwlIXE3sh3npPItPiwPHbxF12zemN6_dYzYDGNPWj6SUA/viewform
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Cydonia
Theodoros Chiotis

Cydonia was developed in the
context of the FollowTheGlitch
research project.
The piece is a digital collage made
up of text and cut-up images from
the Mars Perseverance rover. The
dominant colours of the picture are
dark brown and red with white
patches of text. Among the pieces
of text can be read, ‘in the
afternoons, she could not tell if she
was real.’
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I have never held a hand that didn’t sweat, but every morning I wake a
body full of aches. I do not know how to define dance or the age of the
earth. I don’t even try. Instead, I divide myself into months subtracted by
days. Minutes go pi. I water my mattress and watch the tulips bloom. I
love the word magnolia, I say, the ending of a ghost story I tell to an
empty room. The earth burns as it cries as it willows into a soaked pillow‐
case. I kneel where I once stood. There is no longer a stream. There are no
white horses or carnies peddling dead goldfish wrapped in plastic baggies.
There is no baby, swathed in cotton. I don’t know how to finish sentences
I don’t mean. The good news is dot dot dot. I am alone, alone as the mean‐
ing always meant, quieting the already silent—as quiet as both of my par‐
ents, as quiet as both of my grandparents, as quiet as both of my grandpar‐
ents’ parents—so I memorize every synonym of hush: my lover’s arrows
scattered across an empty parking lot, my mouth as I hide from what falls
under the awning of a bus stop, every emotion grown skylark, even the
song the songbird dreams into a fallen cloud.

AnErasureof
LeighChadwick's Poem "Molt"

Leigh Chadwick
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A digital collage: the shape of a multi-story building is
cut out from a black background. The central image the
inverted picture of a grey and brown building. Some
plants hang in baskets, upside down. Text is laid over the
black part of the image, and reads:

Greenhouse (I)

7/14 floors
mymum's favourite number
a neat half, the point where the PinkMulti
would double over in two, out of breath
and look over the tenements
and the old jute factories
panting lungfulls of the smell of the lifts
and cigarette smoke

we have this slim cupboard of a room
withwindow-walls
I don't know theword architect then
but I do know "utopianism"
and "socialmodernism"
and anyway
it is a small greenhouse
awindow-room for the sandpit
and the plants

my dad catchesme, awkwardly
on the disposable camera
pursing autist lips
not smiling, not looking
but
firmhand
wrapped firmly
around the beating heart
of a giant sunflower

(I feel the bristles now
soft spines
a comforting puncture
the glass-amplified sun
onmy small cheek, and inmy eyes.)

Greenhouse (II)

I wrap a clear-enough plastic bag
around a box of used-to-be-grapes
filledwith handfuls of the bettermud
from the garden
little sticks snapped to size
hold up the sides

it billows in theweight of condensation
collapses when I take up the ends
to pour an egg-cup of tapwater in
eachmorning
and after I've given up
the tomatoes come

Greenhouse I& II
Nicks Walker
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SSRIDREAM#25
Clem Flowers

Picture of a McDonald's being demolished by an
excavator.Somefilters havebeenadded togive it
a hazy, nostalgia-laden feeling & some stickers
have been added to give a bit of lighthearted lift
to the proceedings. Text overlay reads:

“breathe deep & watch the
light over the shore

feel a tremble in the
heart at the thought

of getting away to where
the sun meets the rain

you of the fire
me of the flowers

even the stoplights weep
at the beauty
the bloom of tomorrow
brings to these
dead hills”

At the bottom is the text displaying the title:
"SSRI DAYDREAM #25"
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In the earlymorning, when I am closest to the
dreaming time, I see a new redworld and a new
beginning if only I was unbent and could letmy
language out—then I know youmust catch it. But
mywords congeal in isolation. They glop up inmy
mouth andmakeme anxious. So, I try tomove the
words aroundmy teeth likemouthwash and I’m
careful when I spit out, “I amnot the onemurdering
women it was our son the one conceived in the time
of riots”. You blink andwhisper, “No that was on ‘The
Sons of Anarchy’.We never had a son. Thank God”.
Later in the daymy ordinary words appear in
unexpected places. I gather them from the
wardrobe and the basement. One has hidden under
the sofa with the dust bunnies so I leave them a
carrot and snatch it up. Some are running circles in
the garden and they are too hard to catch but I run in
circles around the turn anyway.
I wrap thewords I’ve found aroundmy neck like a
scarf to warmmy clogged throat and unwind them
before you in the hall.Words like ‘forever’ and ‘never
again’ and ‘trust’. But you sigh thatmywords are too
thin so ‘sorry’ is lost in your hiss and falls onto the
tiles with a click like a dropped blue pill. I pick it up
and try to put it betweenmy lips again but the
desire to swallow is too strong so I fashion it into a
tassel that I can hook overmy ear to remindme—I
was sometimes good.
Later, you cry, “ Madness ismade in your room”. I
shout, “Madness is everywhere”. I closemy eyes like
the red shutters onmy childhood home andmy lids
are hammered by yellow lines thatmarked the road.
It was a chalk snake left by an unhappy teenager. He
etched long after the stick was ground down and it
was a bloodymess. ButMama said it was just road

kill and I should leave it. So I carved deadwords into
my arm, ‘Carpe Diem’ to try to forget what every
footnote toldme— there are no happy endings, just
less sadways to die.
Soon I cannot leavemy bed somy teeth rot and I
pack the holes with the story charms of us to
sweetenmy breath. But youwill not linger to walk in
the past withme. On the tray you have allmy
wobbly green bile forme to suck down. I push away
‘bitch’ and ‘whore’ telling you, “I can’t stomach that”. I
imagine you reply “I had to for years” but then you
say clearly, “It’s just lime Jell-O”.
I feel the quality of a change coming; it smudgesmy
cheeks pink. I look at the back ofmy hands they are
spackledwith toasted brown spots like the surface
of a just flipped pancake. And for the first time the
thought of real food does notmakeme sick. I call to
you, “How about breakfast? I canmake pancakes”.
But only awhitemoth, bothering the light, breaks
the silence. It seems you had lost all your words on
me a long time ago and so you’ve left to learn a new
language.
One I will never learn to speak.

Pancakes andSyrup
Adele Evershed
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Triptych
Michael Orr

These pieces were created from Oct
7-9th. All pieces are temporary
analog collage/sculptures made
from 3 dimensional objects and
modified with a few of the many
available glitch apps.
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Ami Sanghvi (he/they) is an Indian-American author, artist, designer, boxer, andM.F.A.
inCreativeWriting (CalArts '21).He is theCo-Founder ofGutslut Press,ManagingEditor
for Wrongdoing Magazine, and author of Lipstick[less] Mania: A Ritual For No One
(Bottlecap Press ‘22), Into Oblivion (Sweat-Drenched Press '22), and x( )-id </3
(Trickhouse Press '22). Their work can be found in numerous places, including Peach
Magazine, So It Goes, and Inverted Syntax, with more forthcoming in Fence.
@HotWraithBones, linktr.ee/hotwraithbones

Joyce Bingham is a Scottish writer who enjoys writing short fiction with pieces
published by Ellipsis Zine, FlashBack Fiction, VirtualZine, Funny Pearls and Free Flash
Fiction. She lives in theNorthof Englandwhere shemakesup stories and tells tall tales.
When not writing she puts her green fingers to use as a plant whisperer and Venus fly
trapwrangler.@JoyceBingham10 on Twitter

Mathew Gostelow (he/him) is a dad, husband, and fledgling writer, living in
Birmingham, UK. Some days he wakes early and writes strange tales. His stories and
poems have been published by The Ghastling, Ellipsis, Stanchion, Soor Ploom,Myth&
Lore, and others. He has won prizes in contests run by Bag of Bones Press, Bear Creek
Gazette, and Beagle North. Website: https://bit.ly/MatGostWrites Twitter: @MatGost
https://twitter.com/MatGost

SamMoe lives inNormal, Illinois. She is thefirst-placewinner of Invisible City’s Blurred
Genres contest in 2022, and the 2021 recipient of an Author Fellowship fromMartha’s
Vineyard Institute of Creative Writing. Her first chapbook, “Heart Weeds,” is out from
Alien Buddha Press and her second chapbook, “Grief Birds,” is forthcoming from
Bullshit Lit inApril 2023. You canfindher onTwitter and Instagramas@SamAnneMoe.

Maggs Vibo is a visual poet residing in Honolulu, Hawaii. Her art features in poetry
films, anthologies, podcasts, art exhibits, festivals, print, broadcast, andonline.Her ash
poetry collection is available with Steel Incisors, Penteract Press, Poem Atlas, Ice Floe
Press, ang(st) zine, Berfrois, Paris Lit Up, and Paper View Books. She tweets
@maggsvibo and her website ismaggsvibo.com

Contributors
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Mugdhaa Ranade wakes up everyday hoping to find dry leaves to crunch underfoot,
and stray cats to pet. Her writing has appeared in Overheard Lit, Bending Genres,
American Literary Review, andmore. She can be found in person inMumbai, India, and
online on Twitter@swxchhxnd.

Nina Miller (she/her) is an Indian-American physician, epee fencer and writer from
New York. She’s published in TL;DR Press's anthology, Mosaic: The Best of the 1,000
Word Herd Flash Fiction Competition 2022, Bright Flash Literary Review, The
Belladonna, Five Minutes, 101 words and more. Recent poetry in Five South and
photography forthcoming in Karma Comes Before. Follow her @ninaMD1 and read
more at www.ninamillerwrites.com.

Ren Pike grew up in Newfoundland. Through sheer luck, she was born into a family
who understood the exceptional value of a library card. Her work has appeared in
Riddle Fence, FEED, and Whale Road Review. When she is not writing, she wrangles
data in Calgary, Canada. Website: https://pike.headstaller.com, Twitter: @sputta,
Mastodon: writing.exchange/@lastrobot

JamesKnight is a poet andartist based in theUK.Recentbooksof visual poetry include
Bloods Dream (Beir Bua Press), The Murderer Threatened (Paper View Books) and
Frozen Meat (Sweat Drenched Press). Twitter: @badbadpoet. Website:
thebirdking.com. Instagram:@jkbirdking

V. B. Borjen (he/they) is a Yugoslav-born writer and visual artist based in the Czech
Republic. He is the author of two award-winning full-length poetry collections in
Bosnian, while his work in English and his visual art have been featured or are
forthcoming in BOMB, EcoTheo Review, Folio, Rattle, Grist Journal, The Maine Review,
AZURE, Parentheses, IceFloe Press, Moist Poetry, and elsewhere. He serves as Guest
Editor of Palette and Frontier poetry magazines. Twitter: @Borjen / Instagram:
samoniklo

Contributors
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Chanlee Luu is a Vietnamese-Chinese American writer from southern Virginia
currently working towards an MFA in creative writing at Hollins University. She
received her BS in chemical engineering from the University of Virginia. She writes
about identity, pop culture, science, politics, and everything in between. She can be
found on Twitter @ChanleeLuu, and her work can be found in Free the Verse,
SnowflakeMagazine, the gamutmag, CutbowQuarterly, & Tint Journal.

Snigdha Garud is an Indian-American writer. From Pennsylvania, she enjoys watching
sunrises, sunsets, and everything in between. Previously, her work has appeared in
BlueMarble Review and Sage Cigarettes. You can find her on twitter@coniferousyeti.

Alex Carrigan (he/him) is an editor, poet, and critic from Virginia. His debut poetry
chapbook, May All Our Pain Be Champagne: A Collection of Real Housewives Twitter
Poetry (Alien Buddha Press, 2022), was longlisted for Perennial Press' 2022 Chapbook
Awards. He has had fiction, poetry, and literary reviews published in Quail Bell
Magazine, Lambda Literary Review, Barrelhouse, Sage Cigarettes (Best of the Net
Nominee, 2023), 'Stories About Penises' (Guts Publishing, 2019), and more. Twitter:
@carriganak; website: carriganak.wordpress.com

Alorah Welti (she/her) is a nineteen-year-old Minnesota-born feminist, synesthete,
and emerging poet and artist. Her poetry has appeared or is forthcoming in Allium,
Inklette, Diet Water, The Origami Review, and elsewhere. She is a recipient of the
Daniel Manacher Prize for Young Artists through the Sandisfield Arts Center. She lives
on stolen Mohican and Wabanaki land, just north of North Adams, Massachusetts,
with her family. Twitter@alorahsky

Jacqueline Goyette is a writer from Indianapolis, Indiana. Her first poems and short
stories were published in her brother's high school literarymagazine when she was 14
years old. She fell in love with writing after that and has since done various creative
jobs: deejay, graphic designer, English teacher, video game voice-overs, and
sometimes writer and poet for online literary journals. She lives with her husband
Antonello inMacerata, Italy.

Contributors
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Imj is a photographer and artist of many trades. She's often found on long walks
(preferably in the woods) with a camera or three or in the workspace making
somethingwith her hands. In the darkermonths she enjoys spending time in the dark,
making negatives into prints. Previously published in Snowflake Magazine. Website;
imjkunst.no. Ko-fi; imj.

Ankur Jyoti Saikia (he/ him) is a forestry researcher based in India who believes in his
self-coined maxim 'scribble, submit, repeat'. @amythfromassam (Twitter &
Instagram)

JP Seabright (she/they), a queer writer living in London, is an Assistant Editor of Full
House Literary Magazine and was nominated for a Pushcart Prize in October 2021.
@errormessage (Twitter); https://jpseabright.com (Website)

Federico Federici is a conceptual artist currently based in Nicei. His works have
appeared in international journals and anthologies including «3:AM Magazine», «Art
in America», «Diagram», «Jahrbuch der Lyrik», «The Manhattan Review» and others.
Among his books: “A private notebook of winds” (2019); “Biophysique Asémique”
(2021); “Profilo Minore” curated by Andrea Cortellessa (2021); “Maß des Schlafes”
(2021); “EIS” with a note by Peter Schwenger (2022). Instagram: @dowdydandy.
Homepage: http://federicofederici.net

KatyNaylor lives by the sea, in a little townon the south coast of England. Shehaswork
published in places including Emerge Literary Journal, Sledgehammer Lit, Expat and
The Bear Creek Gazette. She is EIC of interactive arts mag, voidspace zine and can be
found on Twitter and Instagram@voidskrawl

Contributors
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BenKline (he/him) lives in Cincinnati, Ohio. Author of the chapbooks SAGITTARIUS A*
and DEAD UNCLES, host of POETRY AFIELD and POETRY STACKED, Ben is a poet and
storyteller whose work appears in POETRY, South Carolina Review, Southeast Review,
Autofocus, fourteen poems and many other publications. Learn more at https://
benklineonline.wordpress.com/. Twitter: BenKlinePoet, Instagram: bentheauthor

Theodoros Chiotis’ books are Futures: Poetry of the Greek Crisis (Penned in the
Margins, 2015); Screen (with photographer Nikolas Ventourakis; Paper Tigers Books,
2017); limit.less: towards an assembly of the sick (Litmus, 2017). Hiswork has appeared
in Datableed, Birmingham Poetry Journal, Pamenar, Harana, Streetcake, amongst
others. His projectMutualised Archives received theDot Award by the Institute for the
Future of Book; he has been awarded a High Commendation from the Forward Prizes
for Poetry. Twitter:@selfcoding.

Author photographer credit: Dirk Skiba.

Nicks Walker is a queer bigender Scot. His allies include yellow, and his enemies
include the sun. You can find his objects in Perverse, SPAM and elsewhere. He has
tricked Bullshit Lit into printing his first pamphlet, Two Vapourwave Classics, in
November 2022 and disorganises A Moonlit Cafe Press. He has four rats and autism
and tweets@nickserobus. https://linktr.ee/nickserobuswalker

Leigh Chadwick is the author of the poetry collection Your Favorite Poet (Malarkey
Books, 2022), the collaborative poetry collection Too Much Tongue (Autofocus, 2022),
co-written with Adrienne Marie Barrios, and Sophomore Slump (Malarkey Books,
2023). Her poetry has appeared in Salamander, Passages Identity Theory, The
Indianapolis Review, Pithead Chapel, and CLOVES Literary, among others. She is the
executive editor of RedactedBooks and is also a regular contributor atOlneyMagazine,
where she conducts the "Mediocre Conversations" interview series.
www.leighchadwick.com;@LeighChadwick5

Contributors
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Clem Flowers (They/ Them) is a poet, low rent aesthete, gorgeous monstrosity, pizza
man lover,& poetry editor of BlueRiverReviewwith three chapbooks, aBest of theNet
& Pushcart nominations to their name. Non-binary, bi, and generally queer as hell,
living in a cozy apartment with their wonderful wife & sweet calico kitty. Found on
Twitter@clem_flowers

Adele Evershedwas born in Wales and has lived in Hong Kong and Singapore before
settling inWilton, Connecticut. Adele’s prose and poetry have been published in over a
hundred online journals and print anthologies. She has recently been shortlisted for
the Pushcart Prize for poetry and Best of the Net. Adele won the ‘English Language
PoemAward’ at theNorth American Festival ofWales Eisteddfod this year and her first
poetry chapbook, Turbulence in Small Places will be published next year by Finishing
Line Press. Twitter@AdLibby1 andmywebsite is thelithag.com

Michael Orr (he/him) is an intermedia artist from Clarkston, GA. USA. Michael enjoys
early morning, coffee fueled creative sessions, nonsense, small spaces, cats, and dogs.
Palinginesia 2019, and Evidence of Absence 2021 previously published by
Timglaset(Sweden). Atticus and & the Abacus forthcoming with Paperview
Books(Portugal) IG:@_pone_ Twit:@_orzechowski_ website:michaelorr.org
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